Celebrating Excellence in EM

RCEM need your inspirations to help us celebrate 50 years of Emergency Medicine.

Who I am inspired in EM by and why:

______________________________________________________

Emergency Medicine in 3 words:

________________   ____________________   _______________
Here at RCEM, we are celebrating 50 years of emergency medicine in the UK. We’d love for you to be involved by hearing about your EM inspirations and what EM means to you. Please fill in the reverse with someone or something that inspires you in this field, alongside a description of emergency medicine from your point of view in only 3 words.

You never know, you might even see your comments on our social media channels soon!

Once you have filled in this card either leave it at RCEM reception, or post or email it to:

Sam McIntyre  
Royal College of Emergency Medicine  
7-9 Bream’s Buildings  
London  
EC4A 1DT  
communications@rcem.ac.uk

#EM50 @RCollEM  
royal_college_em  
www.rcem.ac.uk/EM50